...for the purpose of seeking God.
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Introduction:
A Call to Fasting and Prayer

As a church leadership team, we have always set aside seasons of fasting and prayer for the purpose of seeking God, His will, and His power in our lives. If you are a part of The Father’s House, especially if you are a part of the ministry team (care pastors, elders, group leaders, prayer team, youth ministry, etc.), I want to encourage you to make the biblical practices of fasting and prayer a part of your lifestyle and seriously run after God by using all the ‘weapons of our warfare’ that have been given to the Church.

Every year The Father’s House takes several key seasons to fast, worship, and pray. Although we pray throughout the year, these are times when the concerted focus of the entire body is in unity, and laser focused on the greater things God has for us. These “holy days” are extremely powerful and necessary to see the kind of spiritual advancement we are believing for.

Fasting, both privately and as a body of believers, is significant as fasting and prayer releases the blessing and power of God over our lives, our families, our businesses, our church, and our city! As you read the following pages I pray the Holy Spirit will draw you and speak to you about this season of your life as you consider your involvement in a special time of seeking God. My desire in the following pages of this book, is to provide some basic guidelines, scriptural instruction, and testimony of what God has done through fasting, as well as plant some seeds of faith to motivate and equip you to pursue God through fasting and prayer.
The First and the Best

You can fast anytime of the year and it would be Biblical and powerful. Our practice is to take the month of January as our primary month to seek God through a fast. By setting aside January we are “sanctifying” the beginning of this year and setting aside “the first.” By pushing back the plate, giving our minds, bodies, and spirits to an all-out pursuit of the Lord and His purpose, we are giving “our best.” This principle is found throughout the Word of God and from the very beginning of man’s interaction with God: “God’s blessing is released when we give the first and the best.” We see this in the beginning as Adam and Eve were given all they could ever want or need. The only thing that God required was that they honor Him by not taking what was reserved for God and God alone. When Adam and Eve’s sons grew old enough to worship God, they brought their offerings. Abel’s offering created blessing while Cain’s offering created displeasure and ultimately death. The difference between the two offerings is revealed in Genesis 4:2-5

“Later she gave birth to his brother Abel. Now Abel kept flocks, and Cain worked the soil. In the course of time Cain brought some of the fruits of the soil as an offering to the LORD. But Abel brought fat portions from some of the firstborn of his flock. The LORD looked with favor on Abel and his offering, but on Cain and his offering He did not look with favor.”

The major difference was that Cain brought “some of his possessions,” while Abel brought the precious gift of the firstborn. This principle carries on throughout the Word of God as we see the first and best of our passions, time, talents, finances, and families belong to the Lord. When we give God the first and best there is an inescapable blessing that occurs. When
we keep the first and best for ourselves, or hold back out of fear, doubt, selfishness or compromise, there is a removal of the favor of God. the first and best there is an inescapable blessing that occurs. When we keep the first and best for ourselves, or hold back out of fear, doubt, selfishness or compromise, there is a removal of the favor of God.

**First Commandment/First Love:**

“You shall love the LORD your God with all your heart, with all your soul, and with all your might.” Deuteronomy 6:5

**The Firstborn:**

“As it is written in the law of the Lord, ‘Every male who opens the womb shall be called holy to the Lord’” Luke 2:23

**The First of the Increase:**

“Honor the LORD with your wealth, with the firstfruits of all your crops; then your barns will be filled to overflowing,” Proverbs 3:9-10

**First-Day Giving:**

“On the first day of every week, each one of you should set aside a sum of money in keeping with his income” 1 Corinthians 16:2

In a very practical way we are going to give God our first and best as we fast and pray. These days of seeking God will be a precious and pleasing offering that will align our hearts and minds to know and do His will in the days and months ahead. The simple, yet life changing principle to keep in your heart is this, “When you give the first and best, He blesses the rest”. I would encourage and challenge you to live the entirety of your life according to this truth and I will guarantee, years and decades from now, you’ll never regret it!
The Pursuit of God

The Bible is filled with invitations, commandments and examples of how we are to pursue God. Here is a sampling:

“But if from there you seek the LORD your God, you will find Him if you look for Him with all your heart and with all your soul. When you are in distress and all these things have happened to you, then in later days you will return to the LORD your God and obey Him.” Deuteronomy 4:29-30

“You will seek Me and find Me when you seek Me with all your heart. I will be found by you,” declares the LORD, “and will bring you back from captivity.” Jeremiah 29:13-14

“Ask and it will be given to you; seek and you will find; knock and the door will be opened to you. For everyone who asks receives; he who seeks finds; and to him who knocks, the door will be opened.” Matthew 7:7-8

The tense of the verbs ask, seek and knock are in the present continuous imperative in these verses, so it would accurately read, “Ask and keep asking, seek and keep seeking, and keep on banging on the door until someone opens it”

“And will not God bring about justice for His chosen ones, who cry out to Him day and night? Will He keep putting them off? I tell you, He will see that they get justice, and quickly. However, when the Son of Man comes, will He find faith on the earth?” Luke 18:7-8

“Seek the LORD while He may be found, call upon Him while He is near. Let the wicked forsake his way, and the unrighteous man his thoughts; let him return to the LORD...” Isaiah 55:6-7
The overwhelming evidence of scripture proves that God responds to those who whole-heartedly, passionately, diligently, and consistently pursue Him. One of the obvious ways of intense pursuit found in scripture is the practice of fasting and prayer. Perhaps you have never embarked upon a spiritual fast. Maybe you’ve tried it once or twice in the past with little to no effect, or maybe you used to live a lifestyle of fasting and prayer but have drifted. Let me remind you that you cannot seek without finding and “sow to the spirit” without reaping life! We need to continually remind ourselves of the very premise and thesis of faith found in Hebrews 11:6

“And without faith it is impossible to please God, because anyone who comes to him must believe that he exists and that he rewards those who earnestly (diligently and sincerely) seek him.”
The Need for Sincerity

One of the qualities the Holy Spirit develops in us and that God looks for as he searches for people he can entrust with His authority, is SINCERITY. God hates hypocrisy and all religious behavior that is done just to be seen by others or to present a facade of spirituality that does not come from a place of purity and reality. In the amplified version and several translations of Hebrews 6:11 the word “sincere” is used to describe the way God requires us to seek Him if we are to pursue Him in faith and receive the “reward.”

The word “sincere” comes from two Latin words—sine ‘without’ and cera ‘wax.’ The ancient understanding and practice of using wax is something that is not as readily understood in our culture, so, here’s the breakdown. When an unscrupulous sculpture or potter would have a vessel that was cracked, or a piece of art work that had a flaw, they would fill it with wax and paint over it, then sell it at full price while hiding the flaw. A common practice when purchasing the item, was to hold the vessel or sculpture up to the sunlight. This would then reveal the flaw, showing that which had been used to deceive the buyer. Thus, “without wax” was the standard of excellence and authenticity. This is what God wants from us in our pursuit of Him, not perfection and a life free of flaws, but a life that is not hiding what needs to be mended or rebuilt. He wants us to live a life “without wax!” Nothing will deal with the areas of hypocrisy, shallowness, and covering over the deeper issues of heart like fasting and prayer. Fasting takes down the walls of pretense, and has the power to destroy all the “religious makeup” we use to cover the areas God desires to reveal and heal!
Casual, self-serving, apathetic, complacent - these are a few of the words that describe the current state of the American church, or at least a large representation of it. I’m not attempting to be harsh or judgmental, but let’s face it: we live in a culture that is inundated with the values of comfort, self-gratification, and entertainment. The thought of creating physical discomfort for the purpose of spiritual gain is foreign to most “Christians” in the 21st century. This has not always been the case in the history of the church. The “early church” was birthed in fasting and prayer, and church history proves that times of revival and renewal have always been preceded by seasons of prayer and fasting.

“In the church at Antioch there were prophets and teachers... While they were worshiping the Lord and fasting, the Holy Spirit said, ‘Set apart for me Barnabas and Saul for the work to which I have called them.’ So after they had fasted and prayed, they placed their hands on them and sent them off.” Acts 13:1-3

The Words of the Apostle Paul

“I have labored and toiled and have often gone without sleep; I have known hunger and thirst and have been in fastings often...” 2 Corinthians 11:27

The Words of Jesus

“...The time will come when the bridegroom will be taken from them; then they will fast.” Matthew 9:15
Going without food definitely falls into the category of “counterintuitive practices”. Taking extended times to wait on God, pray, worship, and listen for His voice goes against what our flesh would dictate and our culture would prioritize. It is because of these factors that an intense pursuit calls for a radical commitment and an exceptional desire to meet with God, know His voice, experience His presences and live in a place of intimacy. Here’s the picture:

There was an old man of God who was mentoring a young prospective pastor. The young man wanted to know how he could be as passionate and effective as his mentor and so he asked the old man if he would teach him how to “find God.” The old man agreed and told the young man to meet him down by the river that afternoon.

When they young man arrived at the designated spot, the old man grabbed him by the back of the neck and plunged his head under water where he held him for quite some time. Then he let him come up for a quick breath of air, only to plunge him back under for even longer!

After the young man recovered from the near fatal experience, he was outraged and asked what in the world his teacher was trying to do to him. The old preacher replied to his protégé, “When you are as desperate for God as you were for that next breath of air, you will never fail in finding Him!”
Our Cities, Northern California, and this nation are in desperate need of true renewal and revival. We do not need more churches that have all the right words yet have no power to back them up! Our desire is to be a people, a community, a church that flows in the power of God in such a way that it will affect our culture, reach beyond the Sunday gatherings, and shape the spiritual climate of our nation! I’m convinced that this will not happen but by much prayer and fasting.
Fasting In Desperate Times

As a nation we find ourselves in a continual downward spiral of political confusion, military malaise, economic storms, and moral decline, and there is no change of direction in sight! I am not a prophet of doom and I am not trying to focus on the negatives, but we need an accurate analysis of the situation to embrace the appropriate urgency required to humble ourselves and pray!

Biblical fasting is synonymous with humility. When desperate times come, whether they are self-inflicted or a direct assault from demonic forces, there is a sure promise in the Word of God that God will respond to the humble cry of His people. Let me remind you of a familiar verse and the context of it:

“\textit{When Solomon had finished the temple of the LORD and the royal palace, and had succeeded in carrying out all he had in mind to do in the temple of the LORD and in his own palace, the LORD appeared to him at night and said: \textit{\"{}I have heard your prayer and have chosen this place for Myself as a temple for sacrifices. When I shut up the heavens so that there is no rain, or command locusts to devour the land or send a plague among My people, if My people, who are called by My name, will humble themselves and pray and seek My face and turn from their wicked ways, then will I hear from heaven and will forgive their sin and will heal their land. Now My eyes will be open and My ears attentive to the prayers offered in this place.\"{}}} 2 Chronicles 7:11-15

When God said that He would “shut the heavens,” it was always a justified action in response to a rebellious people. So the bleak condition that the nation of Israel found themselves in, time after time, was self-inflicted.
God is completely just in shutting the heavens, yet invites us to “reverse the curse” through the acts of humility and intercession. If you are in a desperate season in your life due to sowing a bad crop and ignoring the principles of God’s Word, perhaps it’s time to enter into an intense pursuit of the mercy and healing grace of GOD!

**Effective fasting requires intense prayer.**

> “Then you will call upon Me and go and pray to Me, and I will listen to you. And you will seek Me and find Me, when you search for Me with all your heart.” Jeremiah 29:12-13

Searching for God? What….is God lost? Seeking for God…is He hiding?

The context of these verses in Jeremiah is God’s response to a people who, by their own sin and neglect of His ways, went into a time of captivity. God begins to tell them He has a great hope and future planned for them even though they disobeyed in the past and wasted their potential. Isn’t that awesome about our God? He has the sovereign ability to grant us a new beginning and reinstate our inheritance even when we’ve wasted precious time and ended up in a place of confusion and captivity.

Remember when Peter denied Jesus and failed God about as miserably as anyone in the Bible? The next time Jesus sees Peter, He does not rebuke him or put him on spiritual probation; He feeds him breakfast and restores him to a place of ministry that was founded in a passionate love for God. (John 21)
God declares His heart for His people as the Word of the Lord was spoken through Jeremiah. However, there were conditions given in order for His people to see the fulfillment of the Word. As we look at these three responses to the prophetic word, let’s place ourselves in the picture and apply it personally.

“You will call and pray”
This is talking about us simply lifting up our voices and spending our time in intercession. It is a focused, intentional prayer that requires passion and the lifting of the voice to God.

“You will seek me”
To make every effort and attempt to go after; to be desperate and passionate in the pursuit of; to search for through the act of worship and prayer. God has always responded to a people who are making every effort to go after Him in prayer and worship. He responds to conditions like hunger, passion, desperation and brokenness.

“You will search for me”
This is talking about creating a well-worn path through the process of following. A perpetual journey toward God! Not weekend visitation rights, but a lifestyle of pursuit that captures our affections and consumes our desires.
Fasting is not just about “desperate times requiring desperate measures.” Fasting is actually a key in releasing the favor of the Lord in seasons where God has intended to release His blessing and fulfill His promises in our lives.

“This is what the LORD says: ‘In the time of My favor I will answer you, and in the day of salvation I will help you; I will keep you and will make you to be a covenant for the people, to restore the land and to reassign its desolate inheritances, to say to the captives, ‘Come out,’ and to those in darkness, ‘Be free!’” Isaiah 49:8-9

There are seasons in every life and the life of every church. God works through seasons and times.

“Repent, then, and turn to God, so that your sins may be wiped out, that times of refreshing may come from the presence of the Lord.” Acts 3:19

The “times of refreshing” refer to the season or window of God’s visitation. The Greek word kairos is the word used in this verse which refers to “a proper or set time, a window or divine moment in time.” So as men and women of the Spirit, we need to live with the awareness that as we are spending our allotment of chronos time (hours, days, weeks...), God brings us into “kairos moments.” We are once again in a season of favor and invitation from the Lord.
“...in the first year of his reign, I, Daniel, understood from the Scriptures, according to the word of the LORD given to Jeremiah the prophet, that the desolation of Jerusalem would last seventy years.” Daniel 9:2

God spoke to Daniel regarding the deliverance of the people of Israel who had been in captivity for seventy years. There was a prophetic word from the prophet Jeremiah that God would now deliver them and they would experience the favor of God. Yet with a clear prophetic word, and the time of captivity coming to an end, Daniel still set himself to fast and pray!

“So I turned to the Lord God and pleaded with Him in prayer and petition, in fasting.” Daniel 9:3

So the question must be asked: Since God had already planned on releasing Israel, their release had already been prophesied, and the time of captivity had come to its end, why was the fast necessary? I believe the answer to that question is the very reason we must fast and pray right now!

The will of God is very clear that the captives can go free. The price has been paid on the cross of Calvary and “today is the day of salvation.” With all those things in place, God has still given responsibility to His church to preach the message, pray for the lost, fast for the breaking of spiritual strongholds, and disciple those who are brought out of darkness.
If we understand that prophetic words are almost always contingent upon the interaction and response of God’s people, then we can position ourselves to see the fulfillment of the Word. To simply give mental assent to the will of God does not necessarily bring it to pass. Many times prophetic words must be birthed by prayer and fasting. Paul instructed his son in the Lord, Timothy to, “Wage a good warfare according to the prophecies concerning you and hold onto faith.” 1 Timothy 1:18

Our “fighting” is not done with earthly or “carnal weapons” but spiritual weapons that bring about the prophetic word, turning it into reality!

Our church is once again standing before a “wide and effective door” of ministry (1 Corinthians 16:9). This is the time to set our hearts to seek the Lord and enter into a fast as Daniel did, so that we can see true spiritual breakthrough!

So what does fasting have to do with it? Why fast? Isn’t God going to do what He has purposed to do? Why should I punish my body and starve myself? These are all questions that are frequently asked by believers who either do not understand the power of Biblical fasting, or have learned how to survive at a low level of spiritual power and breakthrough by not using all the weapons of their warfare. This kind of Christian life is usually boring, predictable, frustrating and familiar with defeat.
Why Fast?

Fasting is not a real popular practice in the church these days, especially in the westernized church, and definitely not in our Californian culture and mindset. Many believers do not even realize that fasting is biblical and very much a part of New Testament Christianity. Others have bought the lie that fasting is no longer valid, or it is just “dead works” or some ancient form of self-denial. Like any biblical truth, the enemy continually attempts to obscure or pervert the message and application of fasting and prayer so as to eliminate a powerful spiritual weapon from our arsenal.

God has given the church everything we need to overcome all the powers of darkness and live in spiritual victory, but that does not mean we are guaranteed to live there. Just possessing the weapons, and the instruction book on how to fight, does not win the war! In the next few pages of this booklet I want to challenge your thinking regarding fasting and prayer, while giving you some Biblical foundations to produce faith for pursuing God.

The Bible makes it clear that there are certain means by which Christ’s people partner with God’s almighty power through the application of spiritual principles. We enter into, and exercise, spiritual dominion through simple obedience to disciplines found in the Word. Here they are (in no particular order):
1. Receiving of the Lord's Table/Communion

2. Anointing with oil & the laying on of hands

3. Tithing and giving of offerings

4. Praise and worship

5. The study and teaching of God’s Word

6. Prayer and intercession

7. Caring for the poor

8. Evangelism and preaching the gospel

9. Audibly confessing the Word of God

10. It is also true that fasting, joined with prayer, is a proven means of advancing the kingdom of God and taking ground in the spirit realm.

So here are a few reasons why we should make fasting a regular part of our spiritual life.
The Word of God makes it clear that fasting is an instrument of spiritual power - a key in breaking spiritual bondage and receiving the mercy of God. As you study the Word you will find fasting is in both the Old and New Testament and is prelaw (the Law of Moses for the Jewish community), and it is a practice that is to be observed throughout the church age (until Jesus returns). A great Bible study is to search the scriptures for all the types and ways fasting was used in the lives of God’s people.

By His own word and example, Jesus taught fasting. He said that in the era following His earthly ministry (after His ascension), fasting would be a part of the lifestyle of His people. “And the disciples of John and of the Pharisees were fasting. And they came and said to Him, “Why do the disciples of John and of the Pharisees fast, but your disciples do not fast?” So Jesus said to them, “Can the friends of the bridegroom fast while the bridegroom is with them? As long as they have the bridegroom with them they cannot fast. But the days will come when the bridegroom will be taken away from them, and then they will fast in those days.” (Mark 2:18-20) “Those days” are right now! We are living in the time when the “bridegroom” Jesus has been taken away from the disciples until he returns for His bride. Jesus told his followers that while He walked the earth with them it was not the time to fast, but “they will fast in those days.” So now is that time! And WE are the THEY!
Jesus went on to say in that same teaching:

“No one sews a piece of unshrunk cloth on an old garment; or else the new piece pulls away from the old, and the tear is made worse. And no one puts new wine into old wineskins; or else the new wine bursts the wineskins, the wine is spilled, and the wineskins are ruined. But new wine must be put into new wineskins.” Mark 2:21-22

In these verses, Jesus is clearly delineating between the Old Testament fasting that was done under the law, and New Testament fasting that would be done under the power of the Holy Spirit. The new wine is the outpouring of the Holy Spirit on the New Testament Church, and the new wineskins are those believers who are living a lifestyle of fasting and prayer while experiencing the new wine of the Spirit of God.

“When you pray...”
“When you give...”
“When you fast...”

When Jesus was teaching His disciples during the Sermon on the Mount, He was giving them the principles for New Testament Christianity that are all still very relevant and applicable today. He mentions three different spiritual disciplines in Matthew 6, and it’s interesting that one of the three has really taken a back seat in the 21st century church.

“When you pray...” If you go to any church in any state you will undoubtedly hear the topic of prayer taught and encouraged. Prayer will also be a part of the worship experience in every church on any given Sunday. “When you give...”, the same applies. We have not let that one fall to the ground.
But “When you fast...”? Now consider the fact that Jesus taught all three of these with the same importance, and He never said “if you give,” or “if you should consider praying,” or if you would be so spiritual as to give up a meal.” No! Jesus was affirming the practices of His followers and giving them the Kingdom application of how to live out those practices.

“When you fast,..and your Father, who sees what is done in secret, will reward you.” Matthew 6:16

Let me address this scripture because many people misapply what Jesus was saying when He told His disciples to pray, give, and fast “in secret.” Many people have asked me, “Why do we have a corporate fast and talk about it and get people to sign up, when Jesus told us to do it in secret? Am I losing my reward and the spiritual power behind it if I tell people I’m fasting?” So here are a couple things to consider.

Jesus was comparing “new wine skin fasting” with what the Pharisees were doing. The religious people of Jesus’ day were fasting two days a week and everyone knew about it. The motivation for their fast was to be seen by men and to come across as spiritual heavyweights so they could ultimately control and manipulate others. The problem with their fast is they were still sinful and far from God on the inside (see Matthew 23:25-30). When Jesus was talking about “what is done in secret” in Matthew 6, He was referring to the things that are first a matter of the heart, and the work that is going on is, first and foremost, being done in the secret place of our heart.
If we are engaging in public acts of spirituality without a pure heart and motivation, we are fasting like Pharisees.

We also need to look at the fasts that were undertaken in the Bible. None of them were a secret! Even Jesus made it known that He fasted for forty days and nights. That is why it’s recorded in the Bible. We see the leaders of the New Testament church in Acts 13 “all together in the same place, at the same time” in a corporate fast.

We see that all the fasts that were called in the Old Testament were given as a public call for all the people to enter into (2 Chronicles 20:3; Ezra 8:21; Joel 1:14). We also see men of the New Testament openly talking about their fasting (Acts 10:30; 14:23).

So the conclusion is this: fasting, prayer and giving are to be done without hypocrisy! It is as simple as that. We cannot participate in outward spiritual activity if we have not made the secret place of our hearts the primary target for the Holy Spirit’s work. So, if we were supposed to keep these things a “secret,” the scripture would not contradict itself by showing us otherwise.

So if you pray, give, or fast in a public way, you don’t lose your reward or jeopardize the power that is available—it’s only if your motivation is to be seen as a giver or a spiritual person and you enjoy letting people know how much you pray or how much you give. If that is the reward you are looking for, then that’s all you will get.
“Then Jesus was led by the Spirit into the desert to be tempted by the devil. After fasting forty days and forty nights, He was hungry. The tempter came to Him and said, “If you are the Son of God, tell these stones to become bread.” Jesus answered, “It is written: ‘Man does not live on bread alone, but on every word that comes from the mouth of God.’” Matthew 4:1-4

We first observe the fact that “Jesus was led by the Spirit” into a season of fasting. This statement tells us that fasting is a spiritual practice. There are many cults that practice a form of fasting but are not led by the Holy Spirit. There are also many health food enthusiasts that use fasting as a means of purifying the body while connecting to the spiritual world. In Matthew 4, Jesus makes a statement that clarifies one of the purposes of fasting: “Man does not live by bread alone, but on every word that comes from the mouth of God.” In this statement He is saying that there is a time for laying down the earthly bread in order to receive the heavenly.

In my personal experience with fasting I have found that a greater revelation of the Word of God, and clarity in my spirit to hear what God is saying, comes either during a prolonged time of fasting or immediately following. This should not be our primary motive for fasting, which we will talk about later, but it is a wonderful byproduct.

Here is the result of Jesus’ fast: He “returned in the power of the Spirit” (Luke 4:14). This is the first time that this was said of Jesus and it happened at the conclusion of a time of fasting. He also performed no miracles until He spent time in fasting and prayer. This is a clear model of the way that spiritual power is released in and through God’s people.
One time, Jesus’ disciples were attempting to cast a demon out of a boy who was having epileptic seizures, and they were not having a good time or seeing any success. Finally, in frustration and defeat, they call for Jesus. He arrives and rebukes them for their lack of faith, then deals with the demon.

“And Jesus rebuked the demon, and he came out of him; and the child was cured from that very hour. Then the disciples came to Jesus privately and said, “Why could we not cast him out?” So Jesus said to them, “Because of your unbelief; for assuredly, I say to you, if you have faith as a mustard seed, you will say to this mountain, ‘Move from here to there,’ and it will move; and nothing will be impossible for you. However, this kind does not go out except by prayer and fasting.” Matthew 17:18-21

We observe, in that last verse, a real key in spiritual warfare. There are strongholds, demonic powers, and obstacles in our personal lives and the life of our church, that will not be removed “except by prayer and fasting.” There is a blindness, or spiritual darkness, that blinds the eyes of those who are unwilling or unable to come to Christ (2 Corinthians 4:4). When the church fasts and prays there is a real spiritual power released that breaks bondages that may not be broken any other way!

Are there any areas of your life that you cannot seem to gain and sustain victory in? Are there “strongholds” or areas of obvious spiritual bondage in the members of your family or close friends? Do you find yourself living above that issue or habit or ‘mental monster’ for a season of time only to
have your legs knocked out from under you, and there you are in that fa-
miliar, yet deplorable place of defeat? If you answered yes to any of these
questions, then perhaps it’s time to get serious about a permanent and sus-
tainable victory through fasting and prayer. Now I’m not saying you or your
family members are demonized, but there is always a possibility that there
are forces beyond normal appetites and behavioral patterns that keep us
doing what we hate and keep us from doing what we truly love.

Personal Testimony
I fully surrendered my life to Jesus at the age of 22, yet the process began
several months earlier during a crisis of life and faith. I was heavily involved
in drugs, alcohol addiction and the occult. I know that sounds a bit out
there for a kid who was raised in church, but the combination of being
raised in a legalistic, works driven church, that had high levels of hypocrisy
and dual standards at the top of the leadership food chain, caused me to
spiral into an abyss of rebellion and exploring the boundaries of spirituality
in many realms. These were dangerous years in which I went deeper and
deeper without regard to the bondage I was willingly inviting into my life.
I could feel things coming to a breaking point, a “fork in the road” where I
would have to make some choices that would define my life and eternity.

Back to the power of fasting: During these dark and confusing times the
Holy Spirit spoke to an amazing woman in our church, and bid her to under-
take a complete “water only” fast for my rescue and salvation. We were not
that close personally and she would have had no motivation or anything
to gain other than obedience to what the Holy Spirit was telling her to do. She was a women of prayer and great faith and could see something of greatness in my life that I had yet to glimpse. The timing was more than coincidence. At the conclusion of her fast I had an event at the home of a Satanist, that doesn’t need to be shared, but it concluded in a moment of clarity and me calling out to Jesus for salvation and rescue. That was the beginning of my faith journey, the start of my ‘adult walk’ with the savior and the launch of what is now 35 years of fruitful ministry. I am convinced the key components for my deliverance and salvation were:

1. The unwavering grace of God to reach those who are running from His call.

2. The power of focused fasting to see demonic strongholds broken and the prisoner to go free! I was that prisoner.
Fasting is Part of Your Calling

As Jesus concluded His time on earth, He gave His disciples authority to do the works of God and to carry His message to the ends of the earth. I believe that everyone who is a disciple of Jesus - that’s you and me - is under the same mandate to preach the gospel and do the works of Christ.

“Then Jesus said to them again, “Peace to you! As the Father has sent Me, I also send you.” (John 20:21) This verse not only means that we share in the delegated authority of the Father but we share in the lifestyle and teachings of Jesus. This means we do not have the luxury to be selective in regards to the spiritual disciplines and instructions that Jesus gave us. If Jesus said that His disciples would fast during the period of time between His ascension and second coming (and He did), our only response should be to ask when and how long?
The Early Church Fasted

The Church in the book of Acts practiced fasting. As we study the early church we will see that fasting is not only a part of their lifestyle, but Holy Spirit activity and kingdom advancement are connected with times of fasting.

“And Cornelius said, “Four days ago I was fasting until this hour; and at the ninth hour I prayed in my house, and behold, a man stood before me in bright clothing and said, ‘Cornelius, God has heard your prayer and remembered your gifts to the poor.’” Acts 10:30-31

It is significant that this scripture mentions that Cornelius had just completed a four-day fast when he had a visitation from God, accompanied with a message and a mandate. This is no coincidence here in these verses. The Lord is showing us a direct connection and correlation to times of fasting and prayer with visitation and revelation. Let’s just think about it: if I spend four days on the couch watching ESPN and eating chips, am I positioning myself for a divine visitation? Of course that’s a dumb, rhetorical question, yet so many believers desperately need to hear from God to know what He has planned for their lives, yet they live day in and day out feeding the flesh and living in the land of carnality.

“While they were worshiping the Lord and fasting, the Holy Spirit said, “Set apart for me Barnabas and Saul for the work to which I have called them.” So after they had fasted and prayed, they placed their hands on them and sent them off.” Acts 13:2-3

Again, it is no accident that the Word prefaces the revelation of God’s will with the conditions or environment that God was speaking into. “They were worshiping the Lord and fasting.” The majority of the times that I have
received significant revelation from God have been during times that I have set aside for worship and prayer. Many of those times were accompanied by fasting.

Now God can speak through a donkey to a rebellious leader, write on a wall in the middle of a party, send a blinding light from heaven to change the heart of his enemy, or send an earthquake to convince you He is the Son of God. However, these are not the usual ways He chooses to speak to His people. These visitations occurred when God was speaking to the unsaved, the rebellious, and those who were ignoring His ways. The way God usually speaks to His children is when they are running after Him and listening for His voice.

“Paul and Barnabas appointed elders for them in each church and, with prayer and fasting, committed them to the Lord, in Whom they had put their trust.” Acts 14:23

This verse shows us that the advancing of the church, through the raising up and appointing of leadership, was not accomplished outside of the practice of prayer and fasting. How many churches have gone down a road of painful experiences, if not destruction, because they appointed leaders without prayer and fasting? When we appoint people to lead based on popularity, seniority, or charisma, we are setting the church up for failure.

**Personal Testimony**

Before Donna and I moved to Vacaville I was in a season of life where God was positioning my heart and mind for significant change. I did not know exactly what He had in mind, but I knew it would require more of my heart and commitment than I had ever given. In hindsight, I can now see clearly
that some of the darkest days of ministry and times when I wanted to quit and find a new career, were right before significant breakthroughs and answers to prayers that had been prayed long and hard! The season I was in before we heard from God to plant The Father’s House, could best be described as desperate, confusing, frustrating and extended. At least that’s the way it seemed to me. When you’re young, time moves slower. All that to say, these days of desperate pursuit led me into the longest fast I’ve ever undertaken. I share this story to point out the reality of Acts 13 & 14 and to assure you that God has not changed His techniques nor the Holy Spirit his modus operandi. So under the clear leading of the Holy Spirit I started a 40-day fast. Yes, that’s a long time. I had undertaken a 21-day fast, a few 14-day fasts and several week-long fasts in my ministry life, but never thought I’d be attempting this one. At this stage of life, I did not have the body fat or margin for this kind of venture, but I heard what I heard, and I was ready to go for it. Now some might feel I’m boasting at this point by sharing this personal moment of extreme spirituality, but that is not my motive. I take encouragement in the fact that Moses, Elijah, and Jesus all fasted 40 days and wrote it down for all to read and learn from, so let’s move on. During the extended fast several things began to take place:

A. I started losing my personal ambitions for things I wanted to accomplish earlier in life.
B. My desire to please God and only do His will begin to grow inside of my heart.
C. I heard God clearly speak to me about planting the church that I have now pastored for 21 years.
There was something about the extended fast that opened my spirit up to what I would have walked right past. It sensitized my heart to hear the whisper of God and it released a level of faith in my heart to do what seemed logically, financially, and practically impossible, or at least beyond reason. All that to say, when we fast, God speaks! And He doesn’t speak just to let us know he’s close or to bring some comfort. During serious times of fasting and seeking direction, God will speak a word that will re-direct a life, a church, a city, a movement. I can testify!
King David said in Psalm 35:13, 
“But as for me, ...I humbled my soul with fasting.”

Nothing humbles or quiets the soul like fasting! The soul is our mind, our will and our emotions. When we feed our mind with secular food, we feed our emotions what they think they need; and when we allow our will to be led by non-spiritual desires, we end up in a very shallow place in the spirit. The way to quiet the voice of the flesh, take authority over ungodly desires, and find the mind of Christ, is to humble our souls (that word means to bring low, to put under). When we humble our souls, we silence the voice of the flesh and bring our passions and desires under the authority of our spirit-man.

Most of the hindrances I face in accomplishing God’s will for my life are self-imposed. That’s right, my soulish thoughts and unsanctified desires are screaming so loud I can’t hear the voice of the Lord or perceive what the Spirit is saying to me. Fasting quiets the voices and clears the communication channels. My personal experience is that during a prolonged fast (five days or more) it becomes quite easy to discern the source of thoughts and impressions.

Even non-Christians who want to be “more sensitive” to the spirit world will fast in order to sharpen their perception. Many cults practice fasting as a discipline to heighten their awareness and produce a stronger connection.
with the spirit world; however, they are actually using a biblical principle but they are lacking the power of the Holy Spirit.

The Apostle Paul said in Romans 7:15-18, “I do not understand what I do. For what I want to do I do not do, but what I hate I do. I know that nothing good lives in me, that is, in my sinful nature. For I have the desire to do what is good, but I cannot carry it out.”

“I die every day — I mean that, brothers — just as surely as I glory over you in Christ Jesus our Lord.” 1 Corinthians 15:31

That last verse never sounded too attractive to me. Paul is saying that he had put to death his own will and desires on a daily basis in order to fulfill his role as an apostle. What would I want to do that for? Sounds like a painful life, doesn’t it? However, dying to me is beautiful, for that is when I discover and live out the life and purpose of God.

Remember what Jesus said about finding your life? “Then Jesus said to His disciples, ‘If anyone would come after Me, he must deny himself and take up his cross and follow Me. For whoever wants to save his life will lose it, but whoever loses his life for Me will find it.’” (Matthew 16:24-25) The “taking up the cross” is not a one-time event. It is a continual, daily decision. Fasting is a powerful way to lose the life that I am making for myself in order to find real life.
Walking in the Flesh or the Spirit?

“I say then: Walk in the Spirit, and you shall not fulfill the lust of the flesh. For the flesh lusts against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh; and these are contrary to one another, so that you do not do the things that you wish.” Galatians 5:16-17

“Carnal Christians” are those who have accepted Christ as Savior yet choose to live according to the desires of their flesh. This is a place of temporary fulfillment, yet a life of frustration. The continual warfare that we are all engaged in is the warfare between the flesh, or earthly desires, and the spirit, or heavenly desires. When I abstain from feeding even the legitimate desires of my flesh it allows my spirit-man to rise up in power.

The strength of God is perfected in weakness. Fasting is a way that I can initiate weakening my flesh and strengthening my spirit.

“For to be carnally minded is death, but to be spiritually minded is life and peace. Because the carnal mind is enmity against God; for it is not subject to the law of God, nor indeed can be. So then, those who are in the flesh cannot please God.” Romans 8:6-8
Seven Objectives for Fasting

“Is this not the fast that I have chosen: to loose the bonds of wickedness, to undo the heavy burdens, to let the oppressed go free, and that you break every yoke?... Then your light shall break forth like the morning, your healing shall spring forth speedily, and your righteousness shall go before you; the glory of the LORD shall be your rear guard. Then you shall call, and the LORD will answer; you shall cry, and He will say, ‘Here I am.’”

Isaiah 58:6-9

We have been discussing the question, “Why fast?” This next section will cover seven biblical objectives, or targets, for fasting. Not only are they objectives for our time of fasting but they are biblical results of fasting and prayer. So in all actuality this is a continuation of “Why fast?” I really don’t want to spend my time and passion investing in anything that does not produce results, especially if those investments include self-discipline and physical suffering. How about you?

We need to have a target for our prayers and a clear focus in our spirit as we begin a time of fasting. Write down your personal prayer goals and objectives during your fast. As a church body we are initiating a time of intense pursuit of God. We are responding to the promise in Jeremiah. “And you will seek Me and find Me, when you search for Me with all your heart.” (Jeremiah 29:13) We are “preparing the way” and responding to a window of a “time of favor”. Anything that would hinder our church from the high call and purpose of God, we want to see destroyed and removed from our path!
We understand that it is “‘Not by might nor by power, but by My Spirit,’ says the LORD Almighty” (Zechariah 4:6). This is a time for us to humble ourselves and cry out for divine intervention in our families, our church, our city, and our nation. Here are some specific prayer points and objectives to consider:

1. RELEASE OF POWER

“But He said to me, “My grace is sufficient for you, for my power is made perfect in weakness.””
Matthew 12:9

The release of more of the power of God in our lives works through this principle found in His Word. Enough is enough! Maybe you’ve been in a stalemate spiritually, or you’ve hit a spiritual barrier or battle that you cannot seem to break through. Instead of just accepting the way it is and learning to live with the situation, let me challenge you to engage the weapons of fasting and prayer and see what God will do. After the disciples prayed their best prayer and used the training they had, they still could not produce the desired results. So Jesus steps in and gives them a key to a greater release of power.

It’s been said that “time changes everything,” but that change is not always for the best, and many times we merely exist instead of living a victorious life. Is there anything in your spiritual life that makes you want to take action and do something radical? Are you getting tired of the same scenery? Perhaps it’s time to take some serious action!

“But He said to me, “My grace is sufficient for you, for my power is made perfect in weakness.”” 2 Corinthians 12:9
The opposite of this verse is also true; when I am strong in my own power, then I am weak in His! Fasting is the best way that I know of to expose those areas where I am self-sufficient instead of God-dependent. As we put our fleshly desires aside through the practice of fasting and prayer, we really begin to see clearly how weak and helpless we truly are without the grace and strength of God.

This is a good place to live! When we have humbled ourselves we can count on our mighty God to come close to us and show His power in our lives. Remember James 4:6, “God resists the proud, but gives grace to the humble.”

2. RELEASE OF DIRECTION

“That I proclaimed a fast there...before our God, to seek of Him a right way for us and for our little ones....” Ezra 8:21 (see also Isaiah 58:11; Daniel 9:2-21)

Our church is continually in a season of growth and change. In all of our plans, we are continually aware of our need for clear direction. This is true for our personal lives as well. Sometimes we settle for what seems good when it is not God’s best for us. As an army in a true spiritual war we desire to position ourselves to hear our captain’s marching orders. I do not want to spend my energy and passion and money going in directions that God has not initiated! How about you? Through the process of fasting and prayer we are able to discern the plans of the Lord and avoid costly detours. As we “humble our souls with fasting” all the voices that compete for our attention
begin to quiet down and the voice of our shepherd becomes predominate. So pray for “a right way for us” as well as the direction you need in your life at this time.

3. RELEASE OF REPENTANCE

“We have sinned and have committed iniquity and have done wickedly, and have rebelled, even by departing from the precepts and from Thy judgments.” Daniel 9:5

Repentance is a gift before anything else. God grants repentance. When we fast, we are willingly humbling ourselves and asking God to show us who we really are. The proud and arrogant see no need for repentance, but those who draw near to God will see that their hearts are in need of His forgiveness and mercy. It’s the Isaiah 6 principle: When Isaiah was translated into the throne room of God, he immediately realized his sinful condition and began to cry out for mercy! Before God took the coal from the altar to cleanse his lips, Isaiah had to face the “woe is me, for I am a wicked man.”

Our nation, our city, and our church need a fresh release of true repentance and a conviction of sin. If we would turn from those things that are offensive to God, the result will be an immediate release of forgiveness, healing and restoration (2 Chronicles 7:14).

My personal observation, from being in and around church for many decades now, is that there is a real absence of heartfelt repentance that brings emotion, tears, and a true awareness of our depravity apart from the grace
of God and the sacrifice of the cross. Now I’m not referring to emotionalism or “the good old days” back in the tent meetings when people used to weep and beg for a chance to get right with God. Yet, I do long for a new level of conviction of sin and the Holiness of God to rest on the church in such a way that those living in compromise are uncomfortable, and those far from God have a true revelation of the state of their lost soul. I think the church has been in an era where we are trying to convince people they need to accept Jesus, “pray this prayer with me” and then we spend years trying to convince them salvation actually happened. I believe fasting, that releases the greater works of the Holy Spirit, will usher in an awareness of God that will cause the lukewarm to be agitated and those in religious pride to be repelled. Conviction is a gift that leads us to repentance, so in fact conviction is the manifestation of the kindness of God! (See Romans 2:4.)

4. RELEASE FROM BONDAGE

“Is this not the fast that I have chosen: to loose the bonds of wickedness, to undo the heavy burdens, to let the oppressed go free, and that you break every yoke?” Isaiah 58:6

There are an overwhelming number of people in our region, in our city and in our church who need to be free! Even those of us who have walked with the Lord for a while may have areas of bondage that need the delivering power of God.

Through fasting and prayer the chains that hold people in their bondage begin to loosen, and those strongholds that seem to hide in the closets of
our hearts are brought to light and dealt with. This process always brings agitation and discomfort until repentance and freedom come. Just a reminder, that the real fruit and effectiveness of the church is measured by the breakthrough in the spirit occurring in peoples’ lives. We can have all the programs and buildings we want, but if the captives are not being set free in the spirit, it turns into a big religious exercise in futility.

5. RELEASE OF HEALING

“Then your light shall break forth like the morning; your healing shall spring forth speedily.” Isaiah 58:8

If you study Isaiah 58 you will find several promises connected with unselfish fasting. One of those promises is health and healing. We also see that healing and deliverance often manifest in the same way. When Jesus was asked to heal people, He often took authority over a spirit of infirmity. This means that with a greater release of power in the church, more healing will take place! Of course I’m not saying that all physical infirmity or disease is demonic. Just understand that the release of God’s presence, and the dispelling of the powers of darkness, produce physical healing. This level of breakthrough is oftentimes the result of prolonged seasons of fasting and prayer.

Personal Testimony

One of the great frustrations of my ministry life is the apparent absence of power and results when it comes to praying for the sick and seeing them
recover. There are so many people I desperately want to see healed, some of those are staring at a soon departure from this earth if they do not receive a miracle. But the miracle moments we long for and so desperately need seem to be few and far between. Let me be quick to say that we are not confused or doubtful about what the scriptures teach regarding healing, and we’ve seen scores of people healed through the years. One of my favorites is our very own Lee Brooks (Care Pastor and leader of our Prayer and Intercession teams) who dropped dead of cardiac arrest in the middle of a prayer meeting with 400 intercessors standing around her. I had just called her to the stage when she dropped to the floor and flat-lined for over 20 minutes in totality. We prayed the prayer of faith, the intercessors stayed behind to pray as she was rushed away in the ambulance. The long and short of it is, she came back to life and the next morning was sitting up in the hospital bed laughing. I was there to hear some of the sweetest laughter on record. The doctors and nurses were stunned and amazed, not just that she came back to life after all that time, but that there was zero trace of brain damage after being gone that long. After several tests they concluded that her heart was completely healed. So, all that to say, we know our God is a healer. That’s His name, it’s who He is, it’s what He does. He’s the same yesterday, today, and forever, yet for reasons beyond the smartest theologian or mind of the truest prophet, our nation remains in a drought of the supernatural. I don’t know how all of this works, but I am convinced that perpetual prayer with fasting, is a key to release a fresh wave of miracles and healings in the church, I’m living for it!
As Lee took the stage, just a couple weeks after the death-to-life event, with the doctors report in hand that read “death by cardiac arrest”, we were reminded yet again that our God is a miracle working God!

6. RELEASE OF MINISTRY

“As they ministered to the Lord and fasted, the Holy Spirit said, “Now separate to Me Barnabas and Saul for the work to which I have called them.” Acts 13:2

There are teachers among us that are not teaching! There are missionaries in the house! There are worship leaders and evangelists in the building that have yet to lead or preach! There are small group leaders who haven’t started their group yet! When are they going to take their place in the battle and begin to do what they’ve been called to do?

A church that gives itself to an intense pursuit of God as a lifestyle will see ministry popping up and released everywhere. It’s not that fasting produces the evangelist and prophets, but rather we become aware of the eternal value system and God’s desire for our lives as we invest in the eternal and die to the temporal. When we are going after the call and destiny the Lord has for us, we will hear His voice and opinion in the matter. Words of knowledge, prophetic words, clear direction, and time frames will begin to be revealed as we follow the Acts 13 pattern. It’s not our responsibility to choose and send people into areas of ministry—that is the Holy Spirit’s work. Our part is to prepare and seek the Lord of the Harvest and ask Him to send laborers! So let’s do our part!
Even as I write this revised addition of this book, we are entering a new season of church planting, campus launching, and leadership development that is taking off and will far exceed the ministry influence of our first 20 years in 10 or less. So, these are the days to fast and pray and get in true alignment with Jesus’ prayer:

“When He saw the crowds, He was moved with compassion and pity for them, because they were dispirited and distressed, like sheep without a shepherd. Then He said to His disciples, “The harvest is [indeed] plentiful, but the workers are few. So pray to the Lord of the harvest to send out workers into His harvest.” Matthew 9:36-38 (AMP)

7. RELEAS OF SPIRITUAL AWAKENING

“And afterward, I will pour out My Spirit on all people. Your sons and daughters will prophesy, your old men will dream dreams, your young men will see visions.” Joel 2:28

The “afterward” in Joel 2:28 is referring to God’s response to a people who are serious enough about true revival to declare a fast and return to the Lord. The book of Joel describes the people of God in a desperate place of famine and despair, both spiritually and physically. God is amazing in the way He continues to offer a way out of the biggest mess. This principle applies to a nation as well as to an individual. That’s you and me! Look at these verses where God gives His people the roadmap to recovery....
“Declare a holy fast; call a sacred assembly. Summon the elders and all who live in the land to the house of the LORD your God, and cry out to the LORD.” Joel 1:14

“Even now,” declares the LORD, “return to me with all your heart, with fasting and weeping. Blow the trumpet in Zion, declare a holy fast, call a sacred assembly. Gather the people, consecrate the assembly; bring together the elders, gather the children, those nursing...” Joel 2:12, 16

This is how we position ourselves for the mercy and grace of God to come upon a people that have turned from Him. We need to realize that we are not just praying for our families and ourselves, but we are interceding for our city, state and nation! Whether your intercession is direct or indirect, the overflow of God’s response to our prayers will affect those who are not even looking for God! Consider the impact that even ten righteous people would have had on the twin cities of Sodom and Gomorrah (check out Genesis 18).

Now back to Joel 2. Here is the response of the Lord when His people humble themselves with fasting and cry out to Him for help... “Then the Lord will reply, ‘I am sending you grain, new wine and oil, enough to satisfy you fully; never again will I make you an object of scorn to the nations.’”

We can also expect an increase in Holy Spirit activity as we go after God during these days. The gifts of the Spirit listed in 1 Corinthians 12 & 14 will increase! Those who have never prophesied or given a word of knowledge
will begin to hear the word of the Lord for themselves and others. Visions and dreams will increase because Holy Spirit communication is part of revival. Remember that a 3-day or a 3-week fast is not a “cure-all” or some formula that releases revival. In order to continually walk in the benefits of fasting we must live the lifestyle of fasting and prayer.
What Do I Fast?

The very word fast or fasting in the Bible means: to not eat, to close the mouth, to abstain from food.” The reason I mention this is that many people have told me they are “fasting television” or “fasting golf.” Now, unless you are eating TV's and golf clubs, this is not an accurate statement. Don’t get me wrong; I believe it is a legitimate spiritual practice to set aside entertainment and things we enjoy for the purpose of seeking God, but “fasting” is not an accurate description of those types of disciplines. If I abstain and sanctify my time away from the television for the purpose of prayer and worship, that is a healthy spiritual discipline and a sacrifice for my flesh, but it’s not fasting. I think you got it.

When we fast we are simply refusing to give our body one of its greatest needs for the purpose of feeding the spirit man instead. The observance of a fast varies with each person. We want to avoid any legalistic view of how much or how long or comparing ourselves with others (2 Corinthians 10:12), but we do want to be clear on the fact that fasting is the act of abstaining from food and sometimes water.
Because the Word of God is quite clear on the subject and practice of fasting, the leadership and anyone desiring to participate at The Father's House will always observe two basic forms of fasting:

1. **THE GENERAL DISCIPLINE**

   This can take place at any time by all who desire more of God and are willing to crucify the flesh. This type of fasting can be a meal, a day, or more. Let me just point out the simple fact that you don’t have to be “led” or “impressed” or have an angelic visitation to be motivated to fast. I’ve heard believers say they don’t fast because, “God has not spoken to me to do so.” And to that I would say, “Yes, he has.” Simply read all the scriptures laid out in this book. Where would we be if we only went to church, gave, prayed or read our Bibles when we “felt led” or thought we were directly hearing from God to do so. Now yes, there are times when the Spirit will prompt us to go to prayer when we were not planning on it because someone is in trouble and we are available to intercede, but for the most part it’s a decision, a discipline that you can undertake at any time. For years I fasted a particular day of the week and took on a 3 day fast before certain events, but I found I was getting into a religious form that lacked passion and faith. I knew this to be true because I would feel condemned and like I failed God and could not expect His blessing if I did not follow through with the fast. The key is **FAITH**. Knowing what we have covered in the previous pages you can now step out in faith and initiate meals or days of fasting and expect amazing results, without entering into rule-based behavior or feeling condemned if
half way through the fast you find your car in a McDonalds drive through ordering a full meal deal. Just smile, finish your burger and give it another go next week!

2. THE SPECIAL CALL TO A CORPORATE FAST

This is a seasonal call where the leadership of the church senses a direction from God to lead the Body into a time of spiritual intensity. This is not a mandatory call that requires that everyone participate, but rather a trumpet call in the Spirit; those who are hearing what the Spirit is saying to the church will respond during these times. Just as there are seasons in the year, there are seasons in the Spirit for every church. We must know the times and seasons, and if we are resting when it’s time to be planting or trying to harvest an area that is not mature...well, the conclusions are obvious.

So what season are you in? Is it time to fast or feast? Is it time to laugh or weep? Is it time to sow seeds or reap a harvest?

As your pastor, along with the leadership team of this house, we feel quite strongly about the times and seasons that God calls us to seek him together through fasting and prayer. I’m completely convinced that the growth, salvations, breakthroughs, miracles and sustained presence of God on our church is directly connected to our pursuit of him through prayer and fasting. This is not ‘works based’ or God “paying us for our suffering” it’s simply the applying of a principle and spiritual law that runs throughout scripture, most clearly stated in James and Jeremiah:
“Come close to God [with a contrite heart] and He will come close to you.”
James 4:8 (AMP)

“So then [with a deep longing] you will seek Me and require Me [as a vital necessity] and [you will] find Me when you search for Me with all your heart.” Jeremiah 29:13 (AMP)

You can see from these verses that humility and intensity are essential for this level of pursuing God, and nothing brings those to the surface like a season of fasting. I would strongly encourage you to jump into what God is leading the church into and be a part of what God is pouring His spirit out on.
Disclaimers

1. **We are not asking anyone to fast for the entirety of the time set aside.** You should spend some time in prayer and ask the Lord for a clear impression of what kind of fast you should attempt, as well as the length of time and who will be affected by the changes in your daily schedule. Some people will fast one meal a day and spend that time in prayer and the Word, others will fast two days a week taking only water and juices, and a few will sense the need to go on extended times of fasting (several days or longer —up to 40 days).

2. **There is no pressure from myself or anyone at The Father’s House for you to fast.** If you are not ready, or really don’t want to do it, don’t. Remember that this is to be done in faith and with expectation. Never fast to impress someone else or to simply be “spiritual” like everyone else. With that said, if you are willing and available I’m sure God will lead you into a time of fasting that custom fits your lifestyle, physical responsibilities, and level of spiritual maturity. Just be aware of the battle that will go on in your mind as you try to convince your body or your “flesh” as the word calls it, that we are going to do this and it’s going to be good for us!

3. **We are in need of God’s grace and favor!** The reason for this time of fasting is simple: desperation for God and recognition that we cannot accomplish His will in our own strength. There is a real sense of coming revival. There have been many prophetic words regarding the outpouring of God’s Spirit on and through our church. We want to position ourselves in humility and expectation for all that God wants to do.
“Go through, go through the gates! Prepare the way for the people. Build up, build up the highway! Remove the stones. Raise a banner for the nations!” Isaiah 62:10

One of my consistent rants and pet peeves with the Body of Christ, is when people don’t understand sovereignty and they overplay the “sovereignty card” when it’s convenient to the dismissal of their sacrifice, responsibility, or action in a situation. By the way, if you need clarity on “pet peeve,” it’s a very old term that simply means, “Something that annoys you that you find yourself talking or complaining about more than you do other things.” So, without going into an extensive section on the ‘Sovereignty of God vs. the free will of man’ let me preface my thesis or ‘prepare the way’ with this statement about God’s sovereignty. God in his sovereignty, has chosen to act or not act, depending on the involvement of his creation to which he has delegated responsibility and authority to act on His behalf. That might be a doctrinal mouthful so to break it down, it plays out like this:

If we call He replies, if we pray He answers, if we pray for the sick they recover, if we give He releases more resources, if we fast He breaks through, if we prepare the way He comes in power, and on and on it goes. It’s humbling and inspiring to think that the King of the universe has chosen to partner with us. We can actually prepare the way now for the great things that God has planned. The converse side of that equation is simple; “if we don’t, he won’t.” Now that statement right there is where some people might rise up and say, “God is going to accomplish His will whether I’m
involved or not.” And yes, to a degree that’s true, God’s ultimate plan to build His church, redeem a bride and come again in Glory will happen with or without my involvement. What is at stake is my world, my gifts, my family, my community and all that God has made me a steward of. If I fail to prepare for what God wants to do in my generation and in my community then the parable of the talents comes into play. (See Matthew 25:14-30)

The upside of this reality is if we do take action, pray big prayers, humble ourselves with fasting, give sacrificially, and love unconditionally, then we are paving a highway that God’s authority will roll in on changing our world for the better. Let’s prepare now for what God is desiring to bring to us and through us in the coming year!

Warnings

1. **Fasting is not a way to twist God’s arm or earn some spiritual blessing.** This is not passive resistance and we are not talking God into or out of something that is not His will. Please don’t set yourself up with unrealistic expectations or fast for God to do something for you. He really doesn’t work quite like that. I’ve seen people become disillusioned and bitter because they went on an extended time of fasting so God would give them a specific husband or save a family member who wanted nothing to do with God or release them into a specific ministry. Remember this fact: “Fasting is about me positioning my heart and spirit to know God’s will and hear His voice, not about convincing God to answer my prayer.” Although
God will deal with the hearts of those far from Him, as we fast for them, he has still given them a free will to accept or reject His conviction and drawing.

There is also a danger that we fall prey to the erroneous notions of historic asceticism: i.e., the belief that a higher spiritual state is attainable through rigorous self-discipline. Productive fasting is all by grace and based on obedience to the Word. Going hungry does not make you more spiritual, it just makes you hungry! New Testament fasting will bring you to a place of humility and brokenness so the will of God can flow through you without resistance.

2. **Prepare for Opposition.** Because we are talking about pioneering new dimensions of victory and possessing Godordained territory, it is obvious that this will not take place without a fight. Consider the temptations of Christ in the wilderness. During your time of fasting you may encounter opposition and do battle with three enemies: self, sin and Satan (or demonic forces) - you will not be fighting with Satan directly.

Flesh fights desperately to stay alive. Some areas of your flesh may appear as if conquered, but will rise up crying for survival. Sometimes people are surprised when they attempt an extended fast for the first time: they are expecting angels and visions and the voice of God only to find some ugly, sinful, disgusting things surfacing in their heart. Do not be surprised or derailed by this process of purification. Fasting is a way we approach the
fire of God: the first thing that starts happening is the dross or unclean elements in the silver and gold come to the surface.

Temptations will arise. On the day or days of your fast you can expect donuts at the office, unexpected lunch invitations, and a heightened sense of smell. PRESS THROUGH! Many times you may feel more tension build at home or in any area the enemy can apply pressure.

Discouragement may come in like a flood. Recognize the source and stand on the victory of Christ. My personal experience has been that the fruit and rewards of fasting do not come until the fast is completed. Sometimes quite a bit later!

Don’t sweat it! Any effort to pursue God that is motivated by faith WILL BE REWARDED (Hebrews 11:6)! So, fast in faith, not in works.
Suggestions for Specific Types of Fasts

1. **NORMAL Fast, or LIQUIDS ONLY Fast.** This fast would include the drinking of water and juices or herbal teas. Avoid coffee and other caffeine beverages especially if the duration of the fast is several days. This type of fast can be done for 1-day, 3-days, 7-days, and up to 40-days. Please consult a physician and your Pastor before a 40-day fast.

2. **WATER ONLY Fast.** This becomes difficult if fasting for extended periods. If you are doing manual labor, or keeping any kind of busy work schedule that requires focus and energy, this can be a challenge. God will give you grace for what He leads you to do but use wisdom in going for more than a few days on this one.

3. **TOTAL Fast.** No food or water. This fast is Biblical but only used in times of spiritual emergencies. The leadership of THE FATHER’S HOUSE DOES NOT RECOMMEND THIS TYPE OF FAST for obvious health reasons. If God leads you into this type of fast please use wisdom and consult your group leader or a pastor.

4. **PARTIAL Fast, or DANIEL Fast.** This fast is a limited diet, perhaps of vegetables and water or fruits and vegetables (see Daniel 10:3). This is an effective way to enter into the spirit and discipline of a season of fasting for those who have schedules and responsibilities that would not allow a complete fast (i.e. manual labor workers, high-stress-schedule jobs, housewife or mother).
Guidelines for Fasting

1. Do not fast if there are medical or dietary reasons that prohibit it.

2. Begin the time of fasting with an attitude of humility and a desire for personal holiness and purity.

3. Be sure to set aside several times throughout the day to pray and read the Word, even if it’s 10-20 minutes here and there. Without the elements of prayer and the Word you are simply STARVING YOUR-SELF! A good practice is to designate the time that you would usually be spending at the table or a restaurant and devote it to prayer and the Word.

4. Always drink plenty of water while fasting. This washes out the physical impurities that are released from your system during a fast. This aspect of fasting is quite healthy and will produce good results. Many nutritionists and physicians recommend a three- to seven-day “cleansing” fast of only water or limited juices.

5. Schedule your times of fasting wisely and in agreement with those who will be affected. Take into account your commitments and workload in regards to what type of fast will be most effective and realistic. For example, if you are a construction worker, don’t do a 40-day water-only fast!
6. Schedule times of prayer with other believers (corporate prayer meetings, a prayer partner).

7. Ask the Lord how much you should fast and then obey Him! If you do not feel a clear word regarding the time frame, it’s okay to fast a day or two meals a day for a few days.

8. Avoid excessive entertainment. The whole idea of this time is to pursue God and deny the flesh. A great way to push back the “entertainment plate” is to find as many ministry events as possible and jump in: prayer meetings, Bible studies, small groups, worship watch, more prayer meetings, and Sunday services.

9. If you fail to complete the time of fasting that you committed to the Lord, do not fall under condemnation. Just give it another shot. Remember this is about heart motivation, not performance.

10. Expect to hear God’s voice through His Word, dreams, visions and revelations but DO NOT be discouraged if, during your fast, you do not feel “super spiritual.” My personal experience has been that many times I do not sense the spiritual impact of a fast until it is over. Your experience may be different.
11. Let me be redundant on this point. Please have a thorough conversation with your doctor if you have any medical issues or physical limitations that could be triggered and cause an adverse effect in your body because of a fast. Almost all medical and homeopathic studies prove that fasting is a very healthy practice for the entirety of your body, apart from spiritual implications, but we have seen a couple instances where caution was not taken and complications ensued.

12. If this is a spiritual endeavor that is new for you please start out slowly. Perhaps attempt a two-meal fast first and then go for a full day. You may want to read some books on this subject to deepen your understanding and motivate you during your time with the Lord. A few great books are: “God’s Chosen Fast” by Arthur Wallis; “The Transforming Power of Fasting and Prayer”, and “The Coming Revival” by Bill Bright. These books may be purchased at Amazon.com.

Our desire is to prepare our hearts for all that God wants to do among us, so let’s pursue God together for our lives, our families and those far from God. In the days ahead we will see what the Lord will do with a humble, willing people that are in pursuit of Him!

Dave Patterson
Lead Pastor | The Father’s House